




SH32056 Fiat G.50bis Freccia “Regia Aeronautica” 1/32

Main user of Fiat G.50 was Regia 

Aeronautica, the Italian Royal Air Force, that 

put the Fiat fighters into service yet before 

the outbreak of the war. The first version was 

tested during the final phase of the Spanish 

Civil War. The G.50bis version was the 

answer to Italian fighters lagging behind the 

enemy´s counterparts and also allowed the 

Fiat fighters to be used in a attack role. Fiat 

G.50bis fought as over the Peloponnese, so 

also over Malta, Africa and homeland Italy.

   This model also consists of four plastic sprues, injected clear canopy, detailed resin parts with excellent Fiat A.74 

engine, photo etches and decals that offers markings for four Italian machines. All of them camouflaged in typical Italian 

spotted way, but each of the machines having the spots and colours different.





A111 Morane Saulnier MS-406C.1 “Czechoslovak & Polish” 1/72

Morane Saulnier MS-406C.1, the most common French fighter planes of the Battle of France, was designed in 1936 

already, but first of them reached the Armée de 

l´Air only in 1938, due to delays during their 

production. Albeit it outperformed the earlier Bf 

109B/C versions, the newer 109Es and Bf110Cs 

were tough opponents for slower, yet more 

manoeuvrable Moranes. In cockpits of the MS-

406 fought not only French , but also Czech and 

Polish pilots, until the France surrender in summer 

1940. While the Czechoslovak pilots began to 

arrive to France after the German occupation of 

their homeland in March 1939, the Poles followed 

suit just after fall of Poland in October 1939.  Pilots of both these nations fought often with more enthusiasm and 

determination than the French themselves.

   The kits parts are laid out into two sprues, and contain also one clear parts sprue and resin parts, including exquisite 

main undercarriage wheels, which were designed using 3D technology. The decals offer four machines with French 

marking, but flown by the Czechoslovak and Polish           pilots. One of the polish machines is adorned on its side with         

                                                                                          large polish insignia. The others bear markings of their 

                                                                                                      Respective French units.



SH72264 SB2U-3 Vindicator “MARINES Go To War” 1/72

In the 1930s it became obvious for the US. Navy that the biplane era is over. Cantilever low-wing monoplane with 

retractable undercarriage, phenomenon of the 

time, offered much better performance in 

comparison with the classical biplanes. This 

fact convinced the decision-makers to call for a 

competition for a new SB category machine 

(SB for Scout-Bomber) and dive bombing 

abilities were required. XSB2U prototype, 

named Vindicator and made by Vought factory 

was the winner and was accepted into 

production for the US Navy and Marines, and 

manufactured in SB2U-1, -2 and -3 variants.

   Longer range than the earlier models had was required by the Navy and Marines and so the -3 version got enlarged 

fuel tanks. In order to maintain the center of gravity, larger tailplanes were used and also the outer foldable wing sections 

were of bigger dihedral.

The US Navy Vindicators were never put into real fightings unlike the Marine Corps machines. Marines unit VMSB-231, 

in March 1942 redesigned to VMSB-241 and named „Sons of Satan“ and stationed at Midway Atoll, got its SB2U-3 

Vindicators and used them in the probably most important battle in the Pacific. After the battle, the VMSB-241 

Vindicators were used until the autumn 1942 when were withdrawn from the first line.

   Model of this version consists of two plastic part sprues, injected clear canopy, detailed resin machine-gun and decals. 

While the fuselage halves and wing parts are made from standard short-run moulds (and differ from earlier versions in 

SH72257 and SH72272 kits), the tiny parts were designed using 3D technology and injected into machine-milled metal 

moulds. This fact ensures a much higher quality and pushes the model to a higher level.

In the metal moulds you´ll find not only the cockpit and undercarriage parts, but also various bomb armament and 

underbelly fuel tank. There are four various machines in the decals , the first one is the famous Battle of Midway machine 

in Blue-Gray on its upper surfaces and Gray below and there are also the aluminium-doped  first prototype with yellow 

wings and two grey overall machines. One of them was destroyed during Japanese raid on Peral Harbor, the other one 

was used for training in the USA.



Special Hobby SH72264        SB2U-3 Vindicator         1/72



SH72268 V-156B Chesapeake Mk.I  1/72

In 1940, modified machines with V-156 designation and with dive brakes on their wings, identical to the first prototype, 

were ordered by France and used for defence of 

its territory.  Three French orders were 

accepted by Vought factory. Planes from the 

last one of them, however, were modified 

further and delivered to another customer, that 

was the UK.

V-156s modified according to British 

requirements were designated as V-156B 

Chesapeake Mk.I and were evaluated with 

No.811 Fleet Air Arm squadron as well as with 

some second line units. Due to unclear 

requirements and ideas – planes intended for dive-bombing were to be deployed from escort carrier ships for fighter 

duties – were never used in real figtings and ended their career with second line units. All that despite the fact, that they 

outperformed any other bomber plane available to FAA at the time.

  The British Chesapeake plane stood somewhere between the SB2U-2 and SB2U-3 versions and that is why the model 

contains the former version wing and fuselage parts of the latter. The rest of the parts is the same. The decals cover three 

No.811 sqn machines and one of 15 MU.



Special Hobby SH48110 Heinkel He 115
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SH48110 Heinkel He 115C   1/48

Huge Heinkel He-115 floatplanes reigned the sea between the UK and Soviet Murmansk in the first phases of the 

Second World War. German Luftwaffe 

deployed them during the attack on Norway 

as well as against the convoys routes. Yet 

before the war, the He-115 floatplanes were 

successfully tested in Spain and were 

exported, by coincidence also to Norway. 

Norwegian planes were involved in 

figthting against the Germans and one of 

them managed to escape and flew to 

Britain.     The He-115C version in the 

Luftwaffe colours contains decals for three 

machines, including 8L+FH that has been recently raised from its sea bed. The model contains seven parts, injected 

clear canopy parts and resin parts.
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AJ-37 Viggen 1/48

SK-37 Viggen 1/48
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